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Putting Your Best Words Forward
SCBWI-Los Angeles presents the Annual Working Writer’s Retreat

Sept. 19-21, 2008
Holy Spirit Retreat Center, Encino
A weekend of networking, critiquing, workshops & creative stimulation featuring:

Lisa Cheng, Associate Editor,
Margaret K. McElderry Books,
Simon & Schuster

Yolanda LeRoy, Editor
Charlesbridge Publishing
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Julie Williams
Author & Poet
Enrollment is limited. Everyone has the opportunity to read in small groups with the faculty.
Go to www.scbwisocal.org for info and registration form.
Early Bird Discount available until July 25.
For more info, please e-mail Judy Enderle and Stephanie Gordon at judink@aol.com.
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SCBWI-L.A. Regional News
HAPPY SUMMER, LOS ANGELES! IS THIS YEAR AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY, OR WHAT?

Regional Advisors:
Claudia Harrington, Edie Pagliasotti
You can reach us at: 310/573-7318
or mail us at: SCBWI-L.A., P.O. Box 1728,
Paciﬁc Palisades, CA 90272
E-mail Claudia at Claudiascbwi@earthlink.net,
Edie at ediescbwi@sbcglobal.net
Conference Coordinators:
Illustrator’s Day: Jaime Zollars
Writer’s Day: Claudia Harrington & Edie Pagliasotti
Working Writer’s Retreat:
Judy Enderle & Stephanie Gordon
Down The Rabbit Hole Sunday Field Trip &
Critiquenic:
Dawne Knobbe & Svetlana Strickland
Half-Day Writer’s Workshop: Sally Jones Rogan
Small Events: Dawne Knobbe & Anne McGee
Scholarship Contest: Jennifer De Costa
Schmooze Organizers:
Gay Toltl Kinman (Schmooze Advocate)
Sara Wilson Etienne & Greg Pincus (Westside)
Suzy Block (Westside Illustrators)
Jennifer Swain (San Fernando Valley Illustrators)
Dorothy Raymond (West San Gabriel Valley)
Mimi Greenﬁeld Kaplan (East San Gabriel Valley)
Suzanne Gibson (South Bay)
Advisory Board:
Lisze Bechtold, Stephanie Jacob Gordon, Claudia
Harrington, Caroline Hatton, Dawne Knobbe, Sarah
Laurenson, Marilyn Morton, Edie Pagliasotti,
Mary Peterson, Svetlana Strickland, Jaime Zollars
Emeritus: Judy Enderle, Julie Williams
www.scbwisocal.org, webmistress Sarah Laurenson
SCBWI International
Executive (International) Oﬃce:
Steve Mooser, Lin Oliver
For general info, membership & other national
SCBWI business.
8271 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048
323-782-1010, membership@scbwi.org
www.scbwi.org
Regional Advisor Chairperson: Cheryl Zach
RA Chair Assistant: Pat Wolfe
International Regional Advisor Chair: Erzsi Deak

If you missed Writer’s Day, here’s a snippet of the jewels we were given by our spectacular
speakers:
Patti Gauch, editor extraordinaire from Philomel (Penguin), started us off with one of the most
heartfelt talks on the importance of bringing heart and passion to your work ... with concrete
examples ... that we’ve ever heard. It’s truly what makes the difference between competent and
extraordinary writing.
Mary Flower shared with us contract ins and outs we need to know, and things we didn’t
know we need to know. Check out Page 8 of this issue for juicy details.
Erica Silverman gave a jam-packed presentation on easy readers — very craft heavy and delicious..
We had a fun-fun-fun panel of newly published writers (varying degrees) talking about their
random routes to publication. They were Sally Jones Rogan, Caroline Hatton, and Cecil
Castellucci. They touched on genres from nonfiction to graphic novels and everything in between, and were warm, funny and inspirational.
Gail Carson Levine overflowed with fantasy and was loved by the throngs ... does 200 count
as a throng? Can you have a throng, or is it always plural? Why is it only one letter away from
thong? Should we not eat chocolate before writing this column?
Betsy Partridge closed our day with a moving PowerPoint presentation on biography writing
and left a lot of people considering the genre.
During the day, we heard a lot about butt in chair, about the importance of critiques, about
perseverance, and most of all, about heart. Fabulous day!
But wait, there’s more in store for you! One not-to-miss event is this year’s Working Writers Retreat, September 19-21. We have two, count ‘em two, editors for you this year — hearing, critiquing, and possibly following you down the hall about your manuscripts! Yolanda LeRoy
from Charlesbridge and Lisa Cheng from Margaret K. McElderry. Details on this and all of our
events are on our Tri-Regions website, www.scbwisocal.org.
We hope to see you all at these events and at the summer conference hosted by our amazing
head office. Meanwhile, a hefty shout out to our volunteers, without whom NONE of this magic
would happen!
Keep cool, keep your writing and illustrating sizzling, and keep that faith!

Edie & Claudia

Illustrator Coordinator:
Priscilla Burris
E-mail: burrisdraw@sbcglobal.net
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Who’s Who at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the
L.A. Chapter of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. Information published in KITE
TALES does not constitute an endorsement by
SCBWI and/or SCBWI-L.A.
KITE TALES Editors
Caroline Hatton, KiteTales2@aol.com
Vicki Arkoﬀ & Bonnie Ferron, SCBWI-LA Editors
Alexis O’Neill, V/SB Editor, 805-581-1906
or AlexisinCA@aol.com
Francesca Rusackas & Q.L. Pearce, Orange/Long
Beach/San B Editors, ZFRANCESCA@aol.com or
qlpearce@earthlink.net
KITE TALES Layout & Production
Marcelle Greene,
marcelle@greenepen.com
KITE TALES Proofreader
Joseph Taylor
j_taylor_atoz@hotmail.com
KITE TALES Subscriptions
Mary Peterson,
mary@marypeterson.com
KITE TALES Ads
Bonnie Ferron,
bonnieferron@earthlink.net

KITE TALES is free at scbwisocal.org.
Snail mail subscriptions cost $18/year (4 issues).
Submission Deadlines:
Spring - Feb. 15 for Apr. 1 issue
Summer - May 15 for Jul. 1 issue
Fall - Aug. 15 for Oct. 1 issue
Winter - Nov. 15 for Jan. 1 issue
Send comments, articles, great news, questions, etc.
to Caroline Hatton at KiteTales2@aol.com
(or KITE TALES, P.O. Box 4795, Culver City,
CA 90231-4795)
Toot Your Horn: Follow instructions on Page 24 of
this issue.
Critique Connections:
Contact Mary Ann Dames at
critiqueconnect@yahoo.com or if no web access,
leave message “For Mary Ann, about Critique Connections” at 310-573-7318.
Ads: Follow instructions on Page 24 of this issue.
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Orange / Long Beach / Riverside /
San Bernardino Regional News
ON MAY 3, WE HELD OUR SECOND ANNUAL AGENT’S DAY overlooking Newport Beach
Harbor with agents Paula Allen (Screenland LA), Jamie Weiss Chilton (Andrea Brown), Lindsay Davis (Writer’s House), Alyssa Eisner Henkin (Trident Media Group), and Rachel Orr
(Prospect Agency).
Alyssa Henkin kicked off with “Show Me the Sunny,” a witty session packed with terrific tips.
She is big on developing clients’ talents and careers. Rachel Orr was sweet and approachable,
and shared useful information. Jamie Weiss Chilton focused on editing and identifying her
clients’ place in the market. She read from outstanding cover and query letters, giving us insight into what works and what doesn’t. Lindsay Davis from Writer’s House (West Coast) gave
us the selling points of a clever query letter, including the importance of voice and how it
should be present in everything you write. She shared behind-the-scenes information on working with agent Steven Malk.
Last, but not least, the hilarious Paula Allen from Screenland Literary Associate kept us all
laughing (picture comedian Kathy Griffin). She shared her experience as a VP of publishing with
Warner Bros. Studios. She looks to build a relationship with each client and believes that it’s
kind of like looking for a spouse.
We topped the day off with our “Dish and Dessert” segment. Attendees gathered into small
groups to ask their last burning question of each agent over dessert.
MARCH 2830, WE HOSTED OUR ANNUAL WRITER’S RETREAT at the beautiful South Coast
Winery Resort & Spa. Picture hidden waterfalls and fountains, Japanese wisteria, and hanging
baskets of spring flowers. Retreat speakers included Associate Editor Stacy Cantor (Walker
Books), Editor Nancy Conescu (Little Brown), Editor Angelle Pilkington (Puffin Books), Author
Ellen Hopkins, Author/Actress Davida Wills Hurwin, Author Merrily Kutner, and Author
Jaqueline Levering Sullivan.
Our editors were fabulous and generous with their time. Q did a session after dinner called
“Making a Mystery/Scary Manuscript Deliciously Shivery!” Three of our authors led workshops
— one each on PB, MG and YA. The retreat also included our popular round table critiques,
writing contest, first pages and coffee with an editor.
THE WINNERS OF OUR 2008 SPRING RETREAT WRITER’S CONTEST ARE:
Picture Book: Andra Simmons, Middle Grade: Lori Polodoros, YA: Jancie Yuwiler.
The runners ups are: Heather Buchta, Maritha Burmeister, and Marilyn Dalrymple.
GET THE SCOOP!
Marlene Perez sold her sixth YA novel,The Comeback, to Abby McAden (Scholastic Point). Marlene met Abby at our 2006 Editor’s Day. The Comeback is scheduled to be out in 2009.
Ev Stanton and Marilyn Scott-Waters signed up with new literary agent, Jamie Weiss Chilton.
They met Jamie at our 2007 Graphic Novel Day and just sold a middle grade series, Haunted
Histories, to the Christy Ottaviano imprint of Henry Holt.
SAVE THE DATE!
Editor’s Day October 4, 2008. I hope to see you there!
Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas
SCBWI Regional Advisor, Southern California Orange County/Inland
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Ventura / Santa Barbara Regional News
DON’T LET THE PIGEON RUN FOR PRESIDENT
With a solid political stump speech in his distinctive voice, Pigeon  er, Mary Ann Fraser 
won our annual grant contest in the amount of $500 to attend the SCBWI conference in Los An
geles this summer.

“Don’t Let the Pigeon
Run for President”

The contest was a tight one, with three people tying for second place: Celeste Sheinberg in the
voice of Harry Potter, Kim Hernandez in the voice of Max of the Wild Things, and Jody Fickes
Shapiro in the voice of Humpty Dumpty.

By Mary Ann Fraser

Our thanks to Terry Pierce for organizing this year’s contest and to the judges who had a diffi
cult decision to make. Don’t forget to keep your antennae up for future grant opportunities!
See winning entry at left.

Hey, can I run for president?
Please?
I’ll be good.
I tell you what: I’ll make things better for writ
ers.
Eggonomic chairs for all.
No more chicken feed for advances. Writers
need to feather their nests, too!
One week turnarounds for all manuscripts.
My cousin Dan Quail was vice president!
True Story.
Pigeon for President! Pigeon for President!
I was in the movie Mary Poppins. I’m practi
cally a celebrity.
No?
I never get to do anything!
Hey, I’ve got an idea. Let me just perch in the
Oval Office.
C’mon! Just for a minute. I just want to sign
one beak  I mean one bill.
I’ll be your best friend!
How ‘bout I give you five bucks?
No fair!

COREY RUBBO SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
In April 2007, one of our beloved members, Corey Rubbo, passed away before fulfilling her
dream of having a picture book published. In her honor, her friends made enough donations to
provide a scholarship to the summer SCBWI conference to an aspiring picture book author.
The selection committee, chaired by Sherry Shahan and Elizabeth Spurr, offered an allex
penses paid scholarship to Veronica “Roni” De Coster of Atascadero, a relatively new member to
our SCBWI Region. Her picture book manuscript Crazy Phasey Moon drew the attention of the
judges with its creative treatment of a nonfiction subject moon phases written in child
friendly voice with appropriate word choices, including rhythm and rhyme, and thoughtful at
tention to visual details.
A few words from Veronica herself:
“I discovered my love of reading and writing at a very early age, and throughout my school years,
elective literature and composition courses were my staples. As an adult, I have made my living with
words as a freelance paralegal, but it has always been writing for someone else. It wasn’t until I had
my daughters Kelsey, age 5, and Ainslea, age 2 that I rediscovered writing for myself. Writing po
etry used to be a kind of emotional outlet for me, especially after my sister, who was an amazing
poet, died when she was 17. I was 19. Somewhere along the line, though, I got too busy with life to
find time for “recreational” writing.
Then, a few years ago, my older daughter started asking me to make up songs and stories for her at
bedtime. She would give me a topic, such as “ants,” and I’d have to come up with something off the
top of my head. As our catalog of stories and songs grew, so did the feeling that maybe writing chil
dren’s books is my true calling. My girls have inspired me to see the world through their eyes, which
gives me lots of good material to work with, and I feel like when I write for them, I honor my sister’s
memory and talent. I’m not quitting my day job, but I feel compelled to pursue this dream to see
where it takes me.”

I bet your editor would let me.
What’s the big deal.
It’s just a job!!!
I have dreams ready to take flight, you know!

Veronica “Roni” De Coster, winner
of the Corey Rubbo Scholarship
for her picture book manuscript,
Crazy Phasey Moon.

LET ME CHANGE THE PUBLISHING WORLD!!!
Fine.
Hey . . .
Can I be a literary rep? You know, in the House
of Representatives.

Kite Tales
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...VENTURA / SANTA BARBARA REGIONAL NEWS

JULIA W. CUNNINGHAM
With sadness, we announce the passing of one of our longstanding members, author and
poet, Julia W. Cunningham of Santa Barbara. Her chilling book, Dorp Dead no, that’s not a mis
spelling! about an orphaned boy apprenticed to a ladder maker made waves when it was pub
lished in 1965. Critics have praised her many works for their originality and poetic prose.
Friends are honoring her contributions to children’s literature by establishing “Miss Cunning
ham’s Corner” at Storyteller Children’s Center in Santa Barbara, an organization providing early
childhood education and care for homeless and atrisk children, as well as training and support
for their parents. For more information, contact Marni McGee at marni4kidscox.net.
BOOK TALK SCHEDULE
Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group taking place on the Ventura/Santa Barbara/San
Luis Obispo/Kern SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on the first of each month, facilitated by
Lynn Becker lynnbmac.com. Readers may join in anytime during the month with comments
or questions about the featured book. Book Talk is open to all members of Southern California
SCBWI who are signed up for the regional listserv. Become a member of listserv.
JULY

Babymouse: Queen of the World by Jennifer L. Holm and Matthew Holm

AUG

The Green Glass Sea by Ellen Klages

SEPT

The New Policeman by Kate Thompson

OCT

Life As We Knew It by Susan Beth Pfeffer

NOV

Peak by Roland Smith

DEC

The Absolutely True Story of a PartTime Indian by Sherman Alexie

UPCOMING EVENTS
Our V/SB SCBWI Advisory Board is busy making plans for exciting programs in all four of our
counties between September 2008 and June 2009. Check our website for updates at
www.scbwisocal.org.

September 13, 2008

October 25, 2008

The Art of Summarizing:
Writing Synopses and Queries

Writers’ Day

Instructor, Alexis O’Neill

California Lutheran University, Thousand Oaks
94:30 p.m.

San Luis Obispo Art Center, San Luis Obispo
14:30 p.m.

Details will be posted in August

$30 members, $40 nonmembers

$85 members, $95 nonmembers.
Extra for written critiques & portfolio reviews.

Contact Sidonie Wiedenkeller at
doniewaol.com

Kite Tales
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Resources for Writing About Kids in Trouble
by Leora Krygier
O YOU HAVE A TEEN character
who’s in trouble with the law or
a ward of the state, a foster kid?
First-hand information is hard to come
by, mainly because in most states —
California included — juvenile court
proceedings are strictly confidential so
as to protect the privacy of the child
and to promote rehabilitation.

D

There are, however, resources available to Southern California writers
who want to write about kids who
have experienced the Juvenile Court
system, which is typically divided into
three kinds of courts: Delinquency
Courts, Dependency Courts, and an Informal Juvenile Court.
The Delinquency Court handles kids
who commit serious felonies and misdemeanors, the Dependency Court
(also called “Children’s Court”) deals
with abused and neglected children,
and the Informal Juvenile Court deals
with traffic, pedestrian, truancy, alcohol and drug abuse, and other misdemeanor offenses.
A good starting point for children’s
writers is The Children’s Law Center
of Los Angeles and The National
Council on Crime and Delinquency.
From there, a booklet entitled “Voices
from Within, Experiences of California Court Employees With the Foster
Care System,” published by Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC),
highlights the experiences, both good
and bad, of people who were once in
the foster care system. It also includes
stories from foster parents.
Another booklet published by the
AOC, “Every Child, Every Hearing,”
provides statutory rules and key questions relating to children in the dependency system, such as detention
hearing, rights of foster youth, physical and emotional health, permanency, transitions, and cognitive
development and education.

Kite Tales

Conferences dealing with struggling
kids also can be useful to writers. Once
a year, usually in October, Cal State
University Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Superior Court present an annual, day-long conference called “A
New Beginning,” which brings together hundreds of social workers, educators, law enforcement, and the
judiciary for panel discussions and
workshops on a wide range of issues
that affect children in trouble. Members of the public can register with A
New Beginning, Cal State L.A., King
Hall C-1064, 5151 State University
Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90032-8160.
For a more hands-on approach, Public
Counsel has a Guardian Ad Litem Program, which recruits and trains volunteers to help with the interests of
children who have been removed
from the custody of their parents and
would otherwise have no one to pursue certain claims for them. Anyone
can apply to volunteer to serve as a
guardian ad-litem.
Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA) is a national volunteer organization that empowers everyday citizens as appointed members of the
court. In an overburdened social welfare system, abused and neglected
children often slip through the cracks
among the hundreds of cases. CASA
volunteers are appointed by judges
and typically handle just one case at a
time, committing to staying on that
case until the child is placed in a safe,
permanent home.
For a perspective on girls in the delinquency system, The Girls in Gangs Program is a place where mentors are
trained to help girls after they’ve been
released from a probation boot camp.
The program’s goal is to establish a
permanent source of empowerment,
support and advocacy for girls in or at
risk of becoming involved in the juve-
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nile justice system. P.O. Box 60590,
Pasadena, CA 91116 or 310-399-7910.
“Behind the Wall” is another valuable
but little-known resource. It’s a newspaper published by incarcerated kids
at Camp Gonzalez. The paper has a
mix of feature reporting, poetry, interview and artwork, and it can give writers an insider’s look into probation
camp life. Call Camp Gonzalez at 818222-1192 to request a copy.
Children of the Night is a private,
non-profit organization founded in
1979, dedicated to assisting children
between the ages of 11 and 17 who
are forced to prostitute on the streets
for food and a place to sleep. Their 25th
anniversary booklet contains stories
and poems written by boys and girls
rescued by the organization.
Finally, although court hearings are
confidential, writers can make a special request to the presiding judge of
Juvenile Court to attend hearings with
the understanding that they pledge to
preserve the confidentiality of the children whose hearings they have attended. Applications should be
addressed to the presiding judge,
Edelman Children’s Court, 201 Centre
Plaza, Monterey Park, CA, 91754.
Any questions? E-mail me at lgkrygier@aol.com.

Leora Krygier is an SCBWI member and
the author of When She Sleeps, selected
by the New York Public Library as one of
the Best Books for the Teen Age, 2005.
The novel received a rave review in
Newsweek, and was praised by Booklist
and Library Journal. Leora is also a Juvenile Court judge with the Los Angeles
Superior Court and her upcoming teen
MYGUIDE to Juvenile Court will be published by Scarecrow Press in 2009.
Leora’s recent article, “Snap and Write”
was published in the April 2008 issue of
VOYA Magazine.
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News from the Internet

Gems from
scbwi.org

by Narda Lacey Fargotstein

by Angie Azur

Eavesdropping:
Where Teens Hang Out
For a great list of teen websites, see
the Kids and Teens Open Directory,
especially the list of teen online communities.

RICHARD PECK ONCE SAID, “IT’S A
writer’s job to write other people’s stories because they can’t.” For his writing
to be authentic, he listens to teens,
wherever they are — malls, soccer
fields, fast-food restaurants. There are
also Internet sites where you can
eavesdrop.
Kids’ discussion groups about books
are thriving at home, at school, online,
and on TV, Karen Springen writes in
her online exclusive Book Clubs for
the Chattering Classes (1-12, That
Is). Scholastic offers online discussion
groups such as Flashlight Readers.
Simon and Schuster’s SimonSays.com
hosts discussion boards. Al Roker from
the “Today” show started Al’s Book
Club Kids on the “Today” show, with
Brian Selznick’s The Invention of Hugo
Cabret.
The surprising truth is American teens
are reading novels in unprecedented
numbers. “This is the second golden
age for young-adult books,” says David
Levithan (publishersweekly.com), executive editorial director at Scholastic
Inc., the world’s largest publisher and
distributor of books for kids and teens,
in Generation R (R Is for Reader).

Kite Tales

Founded at the University of Michigan
School of Information and hosted by
Drexel University’s College of Information Science & Technology, the Internet Public Library hosts the IPL
teenspace. Here you can read poems
at the Poetry Wiki. Or, if you are tired
of words and want to turn back the
clock to your childhood, when time
was endless, and escape into the
world of comics, you can read them
online.
So, dial back to your inner teen, fill
your teen self by surfing the web, and
keep your ears in periscope mode.
Scoop up all the dialog at malls, soccer
fields, and on that fast-food trip. Store
it in your toolbox for that day when
you are stuck for a conversation between your characters, so it can come
pouring out.
Narda Lacey Fargotstein is working on
making the leap from non-fiction to children’s books. She is author of The Whole
Computer Catalog and Articles on
Women Writers, Vol I and II. Her article
on the Dodo bird in Alice in Wonderland was recently cited in The More Annotated Alice. Narda is always looking
for new websites and suggestions for future columns. E-mail:
pfargot@verizon.net.
We do our best to provide current information, but we do not guarantee its
accuracy. The fact that information is
provided at SCBWI websites or in Kite
Tales in no way implies endorsement
by SCBWI or SCBWI-L.A.
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This feature reminds members about
free SCBWI publications. Packed with
professional info, the articles often
contain answers to common, burning
questions. For the full text of the excerpt below (13 pages), log onto
SCBWI.org and follow these steps:
 Click on Publications.
 Click on SCBWI Publications.
 Click on: MEMBERS: click here for
the complete list of publications
and ordering information.
 Scroll down to Published Authors/Illustrators.
 Find Guidelines for International
School Visits and click on it.
International School Visits
Compiled by Holly Thompson, 2007
Are you qualified?
How well-known and experienced
(with school visits) are you? How universal are your book themes? Is info
about what you do readily available?
Planning a Visit
Most schools need 6–9 months notice.
Have an outline of your visit. Do you
have props? Will you focus on illustration? Are you going to read your
work? The more info you provide, the
better your chances of being invited.
Guidelines for fees
Fees and expense reimbursement vary
with regions and schools.
Contract
Not all cultures deal in contracts. Carry
e-mail confirmations as proof of what
you have agreed to.
Guidelines for Your Presentation
Not all children and adults have been
exposed to North American culture. Be
prepared to answer questions concerning your culture or unfamiliar ideas in
your book. Most of all have fun!
Extras
Critique of students’ writings and
illustrations or gigs with local SCBWI
chapter.
International School Listing
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Beyond the Boilerplate
Insights From Lawyer Mary Flower
by Tina Nichols Coury

OR 30 YEARS, LAWYER MARY FLOWER has had a career in the publishing industry, but for the last 20,
Mary has worked as a literary attorney negotiating
contracts for children’s book authors and illustrators with
numerous houses. An active member of the SCBWI, Mary
served as legal advisor and co-author of the SCBWI Sample
Children’s Book Contract.

F

Mary Flower offered attendees at SCBWI-L.A.’s Writer’s Day a
wealth of information about the business of publishing
contracts. She addressed the entire group in the morning
and offered a professional breakout session for the afternoon called, “Things You Didn’t Know You Didn’t Know.”
New authors thirst for this kind of information.
In the morning talk for the entire conference, Mary went
over what can and cannot be negotiated. Here are some of
her points:
 Unagented first time authors can expect a boilerplate contract.
 Publishing houses retain all rights in territories that
basically cover the universe.
 You can ask for more free copies of books, but don’t
expect more than 25.
Mary also discussed the role of illustrators. Picture book authors have no say in illustrators and most editors like to
keep them separate. Author approval of illustrator sketches
varies from editor to editor. Some let authors approve and
some do not.
Most importantly, Mary stressed being easy to work with.
No editor likes a complaining, nagging diva.
In the afternoon professional workshop, Mary became
more specific with her list and what she felt you could negotiate. In additional advances, you can put in a bonus if
your book wins a major prize, such as the Newbery, Caldecott, or Prinz Award. You can be more specific about what
award depending upon the content of the book. An appropriate amount to request would be $25,000 for a Newbery
award and $10,000-$15,00 for an honor book. According to
Mary, editors do not mind adding this clause since there is
no immediate cash coming out of the publisher’s pocket.

Retaining dramatic, licensing and commercial rights is
tricky. Since most of these opportunities don’t just come
knocking on the door and the publisher doesn’t spend time
developing them. However, Mary advised that you could
add into your contract that if the publisher hasn’t sold these
rights in two or three years, they can revert back to the author.
There was much discussion in our small group about dramatic rights. Living in Los Angeles, most of us have some
ties to the entertainment industry and wanted information
regarding all payment up front or royalties after run of a
film. There is a perception among some that Hollywood studios deal in creative accounting and often the writer sees
little in royalties. In these situations, Mary refers her clients
to entertainment lawyers.
Mary warned us about houses tying two of an author’s
books to the same accounting. She told us to make sure
every book has a separate accounting.

At the end of the session,
contracts seemed less like
hieroglyphics and more like
common sense.
One interesting question came from the group regarding
publishers that have gone out of business. What can you do
to buy books or rights back from a bankrupt house? Mary
kept referring to this as the “black hole.” Either you can get
lucky with someone left there to help you find the answers
or you can just kiss that book goodbye.
Mary was very helpful with individual questions. At the end
of the session, contracts seemed less like hieroglyphics and
more like common sense.

Dutton author/artist, Tina Nichols Coury, just obtained her
boilerplate contract. She anxiously awaits the publication of
her first picture book, Hanging Off Jefferson’s Nose: Growing
up on Mount Rushmore, scheduled for release in spring 2010.
She continues to paint, write middle-grade novels, picture
books, and a popular children’s literature blog, “Tales from
the Rushmore Kid.”

Mary also explained termination of rights in a digital age.
Publishers using P.O.D. (publishing on demand) like to keep
all rights indefinitely. It is possible to add a clause in the
contract that states if sales fall below a certain number a
year, like 25 books, then all rights revert back to the author.
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WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

T H E

P U Z Z L E

O F

B O O K S
Y

C A R O L I N E

A R N O L D

I

AM FOND OF DOING CROSSWORDS. Nothing
is quite like the burst of satisfaction I get after
filling in that last square to make the puzzle
complete. I particularly like the Sunday crosswords, which
not only have a theme, but usually employ some sort of
word play to “get” the theme-related answers. In many
ways, writing a nonfiction book is like doing a crossword
puzzle. There is a topic or theme that threads its way
through the manuscript; there is the network of clues used
to create the skeleton, or support, for the theme; and often
there is a twist at the end, which creates the “aha” moment,
providing the reader with fresh insight.
Just as book writers always have their antennae up for possible book topics, puzzle creators need to come up with potential topics for their theme clues. These can be common
phrases whose meanings change with the addition or subtraction of a letter; famous names that can be turned into
puns; switched word orders, and so on. When one of these
lists gets long enough, they make a puzzle.

I plan my book,
page spread by page spread.
In the same way, after I choose a topic for a book, I begin to
collect information. Some of that information never gets
used. It may be tangential to my main theme, for another
age group, or, if the book is short, it may not fit. Some may
get saved for another book. But when I think I have enough
information, I take what I have and sort it into its various
main topics or chapters. My next step is always an outline. I
plan my book, page spread by page spread. This provides
me with the overall structure of my book. Nothing is ever
set in stone. As I work, the details of the plan may change,
and I may rearrange parts if it makes sense to do so.
One thing I like about crossword puzzles is the symmetry of
the grids. Each puzzle has an overall pattern made by the
black and white squares. Usually, one half of the puzzle is a
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mirror image of the other. One of the challenges for the
puzzle creator is finding pairs of theme answers that have
an equal number of letters so that they can be placed opposite one another on the grid. In the same way, the structure of a book has to be balanced. It doesn’t have to be
exactly symmetrical, but it needs to feel as if each part has
relatively equal weight. And just as there are many grids for
the puzzle creator to choose from, depending on the requirements of the theme answers, the structure of a book
can take many forms as well.
In solving crossword puzzles, everyone has his or her own
technique. I start in the upper left and work my way to the
lower right. One of my friends answers all the theme clues
first and then fills in the other squares. I would like to do
this, but generally I need a few hints, so I wait until I’ve filled
in enough squares with the regular clues to figure out the
key to the week’s theme. The puzzle title helps, but usually
involves another level of word play.
When I write my books, I work like my friend, and start with
the main themes and gradually add the smaller details. Just
like working a puzzle, the completion of the manuscript
goes bit by bit, with periods when I surge forward, and
other periods when I sit stumped, until suddenly I see how
a missing piece pulls everything together.
I am sometimes asked when I do school visits, “What is your
favorite part of the writing process?” My answer is always
the same: “When I am finished!” Just as I breathe a sigh of
satisfaction as I fill in the last square of a crossword puzzle, I
have that same sense of accomplishment when the last
word is written in the manuscript. Then I know that everything is in its proper place and, hopefully, will cause my
readers to say “Aha! I’ve learned something new.”

Caroline Arnold’s latest books include Taj Mahal, and Wiggle
and Waggle. See the Bulletin Board in this issue for awards
they have won (Page 17).
www.carolinearnoldbooks.com
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Designing a Book That Pops
A personal account by Ray Marshall,
author and paper engineer, and Wilson Swain, illustrator, of the creation of
The Castaway Pirates: A Pop-Up Tale of
Bad Luck, Sharp Teeth, and Stinky Toes.

POPUP STORYBOOK presents
a unique set of challenges. As for
any two-dimensional illustration,
many different approaches may be
taken. For this book, a way of working
developed from spread to spread. The
journey to a finished book was both
scenic and intriguing.

A

Wilson: To start, Sara Gillingham at
Chronicle Books had spotted my portfolio at an SCBWI-L.A. Illustrator’s Day, letting me know she’d keep me in mind for
future projects. She and Andrea Menotti,
the book’s editor had been working with
Ray in developing the story of The Castaway Pirates. They liked my illustration
style for this book because of its strongly
defined lines and flattened perspectives.
My characters are modeled, but still outlined — for the use of die lines (the
printer’s guides for cutting out pop up
pieces) they felt this would come in
handy.

The ﬁnal mock-up of Spread 7
Ray and Wilson live several hundred
miles apart, so meeting in person was
a rarity. But they did make an initial introduction in San Francisco for a huddle. Wilson showed up with character
sketches and compositions for the first
couple of spreads. Ray brought his experience and examples of the numerous pop up projects he’d published
previously. The plan devised that day
was simple — arrange the arc of
spreads from least complicated to
most complex, then back again,
one spread at a time.
Ray: The process of designing the
pop-ups began by looking at Wilson’s sketches, trying to decide
which part would be the emphasis
for the pop-up. Which part of the
story were we going to emphasize? I like to try and give or imply
movement to things and that was
always behind my thinking when designing the pop-ups. I don’t much like
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static compositions and I also try to
avoid symmetry.
When I’d decided what my emphasis
was going to be, I started sketching my
thoughts for the mechanics prior to cutting paper. Sometimes though I would
simply start by diving in, cutting and
gluing, to see what ideas came out.
When I had a rough working pop-up
that I was happy with, I would break it
apart and trace around the rough
pieces. I would then either create a
cleaner version of the pop-up or draw
some interim die lines on tracing paper
and trace over them on a lightbox on to
the pop-up paper. This process can be
repeated many times until I’m happy
with the pop-up. All of my developmental pieces are held together with a latexbased glue that dries in seconds and can
be pulled apart again. That’s essential
because it’s what I do all day!

Summer 2008
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After refining the pop-up pieces, and seeking input from
both Katie Jennings, the book’s designer, and Andrea, Ray
drew the cut and score lines on vellum paper and scanned
them into the computer. They were then shipped down to
Wilson, along with a mock-up of how the elements worked
together. Ray would highlight those areas that could still be
adjusted during this next sketch phase if more room was
needed for proper scale, character continuity or composition adjustments.
Wilson: The placement of the characters was very well defined
by this stage of development, but there were still some style el-

ements to take into account. Spread 7, for example, took on
the basic composition flow of an upside down cone shape. The
water on the background needed to emphasize that action. I
also wanted to insert as many ‘straights’ into the die lines as I
could, since I wanted the geometric shapes in the characters’
designs to be reflected in the pop up pieces as well.
After placing Wilson’s sketches into the electronic dielines,
Ray printed out the pieces on stiff paper and made another
mock-up to check that everything was working from an illustrative point of view.

Clockwise from top left: Tracing the development of Spread 7,
you see here an early sketch, the ﬁrst engineering mock-up, followed by the ﬁrst-sketch mock-up. The last image above
shows sketches with die lines.
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Ray: This is a very important step because all the components of a pop-up
character could be separate items on a
press sheet, and everything has to work
together when assembled.
Once the pop-ups for all the spreads
have been designed and approved, a
blank mock-up of the whole book was
sent to the printer along with the
electronic die lines file for evaluating
and estimating purposes. Once that’s
accepted within budget, Wilson was
given the go ahead for final paintings.
His illustrations — a mixed media
technique involving acrylic, oil and
colored pencil — needed to take at
least an 1/8 inch bleed into account
for each pop-up piece.
The continuing production process is
elaborate and detailed. Ray took the
final scanned artwork and arranged a
jigsaw puzzle of shapes onto a “nesting sheet” to maximize economy in
paper printing before die cuts were
made, printed and assembled. But
that, from an illustrator’s perspective,
is another story.

Above: A greatly reduced version of the nesting sheet. Each color
represents a diﬀerent spread of the book. Below: the output art.

Wilson Swain is a tall man with a sharpened pencil and a permanent expression of mild surprise. An artist ever since
he was a child growing up on the
prairies of Illinois, he loves creating
quirky characters like the pirates of
Stinky Toes. He lives in Southern California with a suitcase full of paints and
a bounty of blank paper.
www.wilsonswain.com
Ray Marshall began his paper-engineering career in 1980, and in 1985 he won
England's Smarties Prize for Children's
Books Award for Watch It Work: The
Car. He lives with his wife and two
daughters in San Francisco. The Castaway Pirates, illustrated by Wilson
Swain, is Marshall’s 25th book and the
first one he has written.
www.raymarshalldesign.com
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ences. Include production notes, prop lists, staging instructions and clear character descriptions. Submit by e-mail.
Payment varies. (CW: 12/07)

To Market To Market
Edited by Vicki Arkoff

BOOKS
BANTAM DELACORTE DELL
1745 Broadway, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10019. This multiimprint division of Random House publishes a wide range
of fiction, all genres, for middle-grade and YA readers (ages
10 and up), plus the occasional narrative nonfiction or
memoir title. Editor Claudia Gabel looks for distinctive, unforgettable narrative voice, timely and timeless subject
matter, and relatable characters. “I’m also looking for books
with multicultural characters and those that deal with sexual identity issues.” TIP: “Stand out from the crowd,” says
Gabel. “There’s a lot of competition out there, so writers
need to find a way to get their projects noticed. The best
way to judge whether your book will rise to the top of the
pile is to ask yourself, ‘Does my novel have an innovative
hook or a high-concept storyline? Does it fill a hole in the
market? Is it commercial? Can I pitch my book like a movie,
in two sentences?’ ” (CW: 11/06)
ELDRIDGE PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 14367, Tallahassee, FL 32317. More than 100 years
old, Eldridge publishes practical plays and musicals for
schools, community theaters, and churches, including oneacts, full-length, melodramas, and original plays for elementary school to senior citizens. TIP: Senior Editor Nancy Vorhis
seeks “more plays for junior and senior high schools in the
general market.” Also wanted: Christmas plays. Submissions
that were revised after the playwright “road tested” them
with actors prove to be more successful. Pays royalty or flat
fee. (CW: 2/08)
HACHAI PUBLISHING
527 Empire Blvd., Brooklyn, NY 11225. Publisher of traditional Jewish picture books for toddlers ages 2-4, and for
slightly older children, ages 3-6. Hachai also publishes one
short chapter book each year, a historical novel highlighting a period in Jewish history, for independent readers in
grades 2–4. TIP: Manuscripts should have “real Jewish content that is integral to the storyline,” says Editor-in-Chief Devorah Leah Rosenfeld, who looks for work that displays a
“joyous, child-centered approach to Jewish practice and
tradition … and not just holiday observances.” Send complete manuscript. Pays a flat fee. (CW: 3/08)
HEUER PUBLISHING
211 First Ave. SE, Suite 200, Cedar Rapids, IA 53401. Heuer
publishes full-length plays, one-acts, adaptations, plays for
young audiences, 10-minute plays, holiday plays and musicals. TIP: Editor Geri Albrecht is actively looking for comedies. Also: Quality plays and musicals that are innovative,
perhaps fractured in story, character, or subject matter;
plays about American history or inspired by science; and
works especially for middle school and high school audi-
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LEE & LOW BOOKS
95 Madison Ave., Suite 1205, New York, NY 10016. Specialized independent multi-cultural publisher of realistic fiction, historical fiction, poetry and nonfiction for children
ages 5-12. Editor-in-Chief Louise May looks for “fiction and
nonfiction stories that feature people of color.” The setting
can be anywhere, but the story must have universal appeal.
TIP: Unique plots and distinctive writing are highly desired,
as well as nonfiction topics and people that are underrepresented in children’s books. No animal stories, folklore, or
stories that lack a multi-cultural feature. Submit complete
manuscript for picture books; synopsis and the first three
chapters for longer works. Full guidelines at website. Pays
royalty and advance. (CW: 12/07)
RED PEBBLE
459 Columbus Ave., Suite 114, New York, NY 10024. Red Pebble, the children’s division of Red Rock, publishes just one or
two illustrated gift books each year, so they look for complete, distinctive submissions with “terrific art and brilliant
stories pegged to gift-giving occasions,” says Creative Director Ilene Barth. Follow submission guidelines and include a
detailed marketing plan. Pays royalty and advance. (CW: 2/08)
STONE ARCH BOOKS
7825 Telegraphy Road, Minneapolis, MN 55438. Publisher
of novels and “safe graphic novels” for reluctant readers in
grades 2-9. Genres include mystery, science fiction, adventure, fantasy, sports, light horror, realistic fiction, spy stories
and humorous fiction. “We are currently seeking strong
writers, period,” says Michael Dahl, Editorial Director and
Head of Acquisitions. “Especially ones who can write to
spec.” Writers need to be adept at writing for high-interest
level ages approximately three years older than the audience’s reading level. TIP: Dahl especially wants to see middle-grade fiction for boys of 4,000–10,000 words (though
Stone Arch’s average is 5,000 words). E-mail complete manuscript or sample chapter submissions to author.sub@stonearchbooks.com. Pays negotiable flat fee “competitive with
the market.” (CW: 1/08)
TWILIGHT TIMES BOOKS
P.O. Box 3340, Kingsport, TN 37664. Publisher Lida Quillen
seeks historical fiction, mysteries and novels about the
paranormal for young adults. Also considers sci-fi and fantasy, but no dark fantasy or horror. Study guidelines posted
at website. Query with synopsis, first chapter, author bio,
and marketing plan. E-mail queries to: publisher@twilighttimes.com. No attachments. Completed manuscripts
should be at least 50,000 words long. (CW: 12/07)

Key to Information Sources: A = agent, CW = Children’s
Writer, P = publisher, PL = Publishers Lunch, PM = Publishers
Marketplace, PW = Publishers Weekly.
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Magazines
BABYBUG
70 E. Lake St., Suite 300, Chicago, IL 60622. A “looking and
listening” magazine, this Cricket Magazine Group publication strives to inspire a love of literature and art in children
under age 2. It features simple stories and rhymes and colorful illustrations. The editors seek short, simple poems and
stories with one or two lines per page, six pages maximum.
TIP: “We prefer content that places the reader in a world of
wonder, curiosity and joy, and that can generate bright and
imaginative illustration,” says Assistant Editor Jenny Gillespie. She suggests active rhymes that encourage movement and humorous verse. Pieces about the natural world
are especially needed. Submit complete manuscript without artwork, or offer illustration ideas. Pays $3 per line, $25
minimum. (CW: 12/07)
BEYOND CENTAURI
P.O. Box 782, Cedar Rapids, IA 52406. Targeting young readers over age 9, this magazine publishes sci-fi, fantasy, and
mild horror, what Managing Editor Tyree Campbell calls
“ewww gross stories.” New writers are welcome — three to
four are featured in each issue. “If a story interests us but is
not ready for publication, we will work with the writer to
bring it up to our standards,” Campbell says. But beware:
First drafts will be rejected. TIP: Editors look for simple stories, so they recommend writers “stick with basics and don’t
let television shows influence writing.” Campbell is looking
for more sci-fi and space opera stories, and more adventures featuring younger people in space. For nonfiction, he
wants short articles about space topics written to pique
the interest of younger readers. Mail manuscript or email to beyondcentaura@samsdotpublishing.com with
“submission” and the story title in the subject line. Pays $2
for poems, $5 for stories and articles. (CW: 3/08)
BREAKAWAY
8605 Explorer Dr., Colorado Springs, CO 80920. This
monthly Christian magazine from Focus on the Family is for
teenage boys ages 12 through 17 and is designed to “creatively teach, entertain, inspire, and challenge the emerging teenager,” says Managing Editor Michael Ross. The
publication’s primary objectives are “to provide role models, a guide to a healthy awakening to girls, to make the
Bible relevant, and to deepen his love for family, church,
and Jesus Christ.” TIP: The editor especially seeks real-life
stories of faith, adventure, and survival; profiles of teen
boys doing extraordinary things for God; and interviews
with high-profile Christians, especially athletes. Submit detailed pitch letters or complete manuscripts. Pays up to 28
cents per word. (CW: 2/08)
CHEMMATTERS
1155 16th St., NW, Washington, DV 20036. Published by the
American Chemical Society to show beginning chemistry
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students that “everyday chemistry is interesting, even exciting,” says Editor Pat Pages. Because the magazine aims to
show real-world applications of the concepts in high school
textbooks, Pages seeks article queries revealing an underlying chemical story, such as mouthwash and how it freshens
breath, reduces plaque and fights cavities. Past subjects
have included designer foods, the chemistry of ice cream,
mummification, Olympic drug testing, and fingerprinting.
TIP: Good proposals have a one-paragraph statement of the
central idea, followed by an outline of the entire article.
Only pitch articles that are “interesting, grabbing, and hold
the reader’s attention by showing the relevance to everyday life.” Pays $500-1,000. (CW: 2/08)
IMAGINATION CAFÉ
Website providing children with a safe interactive educational and entertainment destination online. “One of its
hooks is careers, evidenced by the popularity of the site’s
Career-O-Rama department. “We feature interviews with
people in different professions and provide resource links,”
says Editor and Publisher Rosanne Tolin. TIP: Tolin’s needs
include science, history and health stories for the Weekly
Special section. Also sports pieces with relevance to kids.
All submitted copy should mirror the style of current content, so study the site and read the editorial guidelines published on the site. Manuscripts are preferred over queries
and should be sent to editor@imagination-cafe.com. No attachments. Buys all electronic and non-exclusive print
rights. Pays $25-150 per article on acceptance. (CW: 3/08)
PACK-O-FUN
2400 E. Devon Ave., Suite 292, Des Plaines, IL 60018. This
arts and crafts magazine offers unique hands-on activities
for ages 6 to 13. All writing is done in-house, but Editor
Annie Niemiec is looking for creative craft designers who
can offer easy, low-budget projects made from everyday
materials and recycleable items. TIP: “We are constantly
looking for projects that are geared to the Girl and Boy
Scouts and can be done in their meeting time,” says
Niemiec, who also seeks gift ideas for parents and teachers,
and crafts to fill the “Around the World” feature spotlighting
a different country each issue. Submit a design with a brief
description of the item, along with a brief materials list and
a color photo. Do not send the actual project itself. Mail or
e-mail original submission ideas to
aniemiec@amoscraft.com. Pays $50–175 for all rights. (CW:
3/08)

Key to Information Sources: A = agent, CW = Children’s
Writer, P = publisher, PL = Publishers Lunch, PM = Publishers
Marketplace, PW = Publishers Weekly.
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Agents
FINEPRINT LITERARY MANAGEMENT
Colleen Lindsay has joined as an agent, with YA fiction,
nonfiction and graphic novels among the many genres
(mostly adult) she will represent. She has publicity and marketing experience in science fiction and related genres at the
Random House imprints of Crown, Del Rey, and Doubleday.
See website for submission guidelines. (PM: 2/08)
FIREBRAND LITERARY
Editorial Director Michael Stearns has left HarperCollins
Children’s Books to embark on a new career as an agent,
partnering with Nadia Cornier. With the addition of new
agent Ted Malawer, Firebrand Literary is expanding its list,
and looking for great new voices in YA fiction but are now
also actively seeking literary and commercial middle grade,
chapter and picture books. Nadia is interested in commercial, character-centric YA (including fantasy) and quirky boycentric “big book” middle grade. She’s also interested in
hearing from illustrators (send a link to your online portfolio). Ted is interested in literary and commercial middle
grade as well as high concept YA. He’s also considering humorous chapter and picture books, especially from author-illustrators. Because of his background in music, he’s always
on the lookout for books with similar themes. Note new
agency address: 285 West Broadway, Suite 520, New York,
NY 10013. Submit per guidelines at website. (A: 5/08)
ICM: Tina Wexler has been promoted to literary agent. She
has been specializing in children’s books, but will now expand her adult fiction and nonfiction lists. “I’ll still be actively and eagerly acquiring middle grade and young
adult. Still not really looking for picture books, but I do take
one on every so often.” (A: 4/08)

Contests
CHILDREN’S WRITER PRE-K SEASONAL CONTEST: A fictional story or nonfiction article related to a holiday or season for age 4, up to 125 words. Preference will be given to
less well-known holidays, but the treatment must offer relevance and high interest to young readers and the adults
who read with them. Winners will be selected on age-appropriateness, use of language, clarity, originality, and the
overall quality of writing. Entries should be fun and informative. Include research sources for factual information, if relevant. Publishability is the ultimate criterion. Entries must
be received by Oct. 31, 2008. Current subscribers to Children’s Writer enter free. For all others, the entry fee is $13,
which includes an eight-month subscription. Winners will
be announced in the March ‘09 issue. Prizes: $500 for first
place, plus publication in Children’s Writer; $250 for second
place; and $100 for third, fourth, and fifth places. Send to:
Children’s Writer, PreK Seasonal Contest, 93 Long Ridge
Road, West Redding, CT 06896. Entry details. (P: 4/08)
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Changes
ANDREWS McMEEL: In the Accord division, Paula Hannigan joins the company this week as children’s editor, based
in Denver. Most recently, she was an editor and author at
Klutz. (PL: 3/08)
BLOOMSBURY: Anton Mueller, until recently at Houghton
Mifflin, is now Bloomsbury’s Executive Editor. Also, Nick
Trautwein has been promoted to Senior Editor and Benjamin Adams has been promoted to Associate Editor. (PL:
3/08)
BLACK DOG & LEVENTHAL: Liz Van Doren has been
named Editor-in-Chief. She was formerly Editorial Director of
Harcourt Children’s Books, and had worked there for 18 years.
Black Dog & Leventhal has a “small but growing list” of both
adult and children’s titles, Van Doren says. (PW: 5/08)
CLAVIS: Belgian children’s book publisher Clavis is entering
the U.S. market with Independent Publishing Group as its
distributor. (PL: 4/08)
DISNEY-HYPERION: Editors Alessandra Balzer and Donna
Bray have left for Harper Children’s. Founding Publisher
Bob Miller has also left, and Ellen Archer has been promoted to President, reporting to Anne Sweeney. Miller has
launched “a new global publishing program based on a
non-traditional business model.” It is described as a “creative
publishing ‘studio’ that challenges conventional trade publishing standards.” Sources say, “Miller will publish approximately 25 popular-priced books per year in multiple
physical and digital formats including those as yet unspecified, with the aim to combine the best practices of trade
publishing while taking full advantage of the Internet for
sales, marketing and distribution. Authors will be compensated through a 50/50 profit-sharing model as opposed to a
traditional royalty, and books will be promoted utilizing online publicity, advertising, and marketing.” Says Miller, “Our
goal will be to effectively publish books that might not otherwise emerge in an increasingly ‘big book’ environment,
an environment in which established authors are under
enormous pressure to top their previous successes, while
new authors are finding it harder and harder to be published at all.” (PL: 4/08)
HARPER COLLINS CHILDREN’S: Longtime children’s book
editor and publisher Joanna Cotler, who has spent the last
13 years as publisher of her eponymous imprint, Joanna
Cotler Books, has stepped down to become Editor-at-Large
at HarperCollins as of May 13. Cotler, whose title is Senior
VP and Publisher, is leaving to focus on her sideline passion,
painting. She will continue to edit select titles after her departure; these will be the only titles published under the
Joanna Cotler Books banner. The imprint currently issues 15
titles a year; it has not yet been determined how many
books Cotler will do once she transitions to Editor-at-Large.
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Of the two editors who worked with Cotler at the imprint,
one, Associate Editor Alyson Day, is staying at HarperCollins
while the other, Senior Editor Karen Nagel, is leaving. Day,
who will be handling day-to-day business for the imprint,
will be moving to another editorial group, TBD. Alessandra
Balzer and Donna Bray have left Hyperion to start the new
imprint Balzer & Bray. They report to SVP and Associate Publisher Kate Morgan Jackson. Bray has been Editorial Director
at Hyperion Children’s, and Balzer has been Executive Editor at
the house. (PL/PW: 4/08, 5/08)
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT: Following the merger
of the two imprints, Houghton veteran Marge Berube has
been named SVP and Publisher of the reference group. She
began her career at Houghton Mifflin in 1970, has long
been associated with the American Heritage Dictionary line
and has served as its publisher since 1993. (PL: 4/08)
LITTLE, BROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS: LB Kids
Editorial Director Liza Baker has been promoted to Editorin-Chief, managing the editorial staff and acquisitions for
both the Little, Brown and LB Kids imprints. Fatimah Khan
has been promoted to Associate Editor and will take on
more responsibility in managing the LB Kids list. (PL: 4/08)
LITTLE GREEN BOOKS: Little Simon is launching Little
Green Books, an eco-friendly line of children’s books aimed
at parents and children who want to learn more about the
environment. The first four books will publish this fall; Little
Monkey and Little Panda will be cloth, and I Can Save the
Earth! One Little Monster Learns to Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and
The Polar Bear’s Home: A Story About Global Warming’ will be
8x8 storybooks. In subsequent seasons, Little Green will
publish board books and novelty formats; the Simon Scribbles imprint will publish Little Green activity books starting
in Spring 2009. Books published under the imprint will
focus on recycling, replanting, preserving habitats and creating awareness of endangered animals. Valerie Garfield,
VP, Publisher for Novelty and Licensed Publishing, heads
the imprint. All books will be priced under $10, made from
recycled materials, and printed with soy ink. Marketing and
promotion efforts will be environmentally friendly and will
include eco-friendly giveaways such as seed-paper flower
bookmarks that readers can plant. (PW: 3/07)
McGRAW HILL EDUCATION: Angelle Haney Gullett has
been named an Executive Editor in the Woodland Hills, California office. She will oversee the 6-12 Fine Art books published under the Glencoe imprint and the K-5 Health books
published by the company’s Macmillan division. She was the
Assistant Managing Editor for Mazer Corporation, a textbook developer. (PL: 3/08)
PENGUIN: Tom Roberge has been promoted to the new
position of Publishing Coordinator at Penguin Books, focusing on backlist and movie tie-ins, as well as helping in the
publishing process for Penguin Classics and Penguin Originals. (PL: 4/08)
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RANDOM HOUSE: Tricia Narwani has been promoted to
Editor. She is part of the Del Rey manga team. (PL: 3/08)
ROARING BROOK PRESS: Bestselling author and illustrator
(and Caldecott and Macarthur winner) David Macaulay is
creating an imprint called David Macaulay Studio at Roaring Brook Press. The imprint will start with two new books
by Macaulay in 2011 but will also publish “derivative books
published under his editorial direction, and for books by
other authors and artists brought to the imprint by him in
his capacity as Creative Director.” (PL/PW: 3/08)
RUNNING PRESS KIDS: Kelli Chipponeri has been promoted to Associate Editorial Director with responsibility for
overseeing the Running Press Kids and the Running Press
Miniature Edition imprints. (PL: 4/08)
SCHOLASTIC: At Scholastic’s trade publishing division,
Joanne Ruelos has joined the company as Senior Editor, Licensed Publishing. She had been a Senior Editor at McGraw
Hill. And AnnMarie Harris has become a Senior Editor in
the trade paperback group, moving over from the licensed
publishing division. Lillie Mear was promoted to Designer
of hardcover books, from Design Assistant. The new Design
Assistant, Chelsea Donaldson, comes from Jager Di Paola
Kemp Design. (PL/PW: 3/08, 4/08)
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S: The children’s publishing wing has been reorganized into three units, each publishing both hardcover and paperback: 1) the trade group,
including the Simon & Schuster, Atheneum, and Margaret
K. McElderry imprints; 2) the media tie-in branch, including
Little Simon, Simon Spotlight, Little Simon Inspirations, and
Simon Scribbles, and 3) the new Aladdin and Pulse division,
focusing on middle grade and teen titles. Several promotions, hires and lay-offs have resulted. Anne Zafian has
been named Deputy Publisher of the trade imprints, comprising S&S Books for Young Readers, Paula Wiseman Books,
Atheneum, McElderry Books and the not-yet-named West
Coast imprint. Zafian joined Simon & Schuster in 2004 as Director of Distributor Sales & Retail Marketing. Bethany
Buck is now VP and Publisher overseeing the Aladdin/Pulse
unit; Justin Chandra is VP and Publisher for S&S Books for
Young Readers; and Emma Dryden is now VP and Publisher overseeing Atheneum and Margaret K. McElderry.
Within days of leaving Harcourt, Allyn Johnston has been
named a VP and Publisher of her own imprint at Simon &
Schuster. She will remain in San Diego, and will concentrate
on publishing picture books and middle-grade fiction. Buck
reports to S&S Children’s president, Rich Richter, while Dryden, Chandra and Johnson report to Ruben Pfeffer, Senior
VP and Publisher of the children’s trade unit. Laurent Linn,
Assistant Art Director at Henry Holt, will join S&S Books for
Young Readers as its new art director. Emily Lawrence has
been hired as Associate Editor at Aladdin. She was an assistant editor at Harper’s Katherine Tegen Books. Karen Wojtyla has been promoted to Editorial Director at Margaret K.
McElderry Books. Two editors have been laid off: Susan
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Burke from Atheneum, and Dee Ann Grand from Little
Simon Inspirations. (P/PW: 3/08. PL: 4/08.)
SOURCEBOOKS JABBERWOCKY: Lyron Bennett has been
promoted to Editor at this children’s imprint. He was an acquiring editor. (PM: 4/08)
STERLING PUBLISHING: Following the hasty retirement of
CEO Charlie Nurnberg in January, his son and Sterling VP
of Trade and Institutional Sales Jeremy Nurnberg has also
left the company. (PL: 4/08)
WALDEN POND PRESS: Walden Media and HarperCollins
are joint-venturing on a new children’s imprint, led by
Harper’s Brenda Bowen and Walden’s SVP of Publishing
Deborah Kovacs. The unit will have offices both in Harper’s
building in New York and Walden’s Boston office. The
Harper relationship takes the place of the partnership between Walden and Penguin Children’s announced two
years as a “multi-year creative and strategic joint venture
encompassing publishing, film and television.” That partnership as described at the time included Walden licensing
rights to a number of properties published by Penguin Children’s, and gave Walden a presence in Penguin’s offices,
while Penguin was to publish tie-ins to Walden films and
work with the company to “move into the publishing space.”
(PL: 5/08)

Key to Information Sources: A = agent, CW = Children’s
Writer, P = publisher, PL = Publishers Lunch, PM = Publishers
Marketplace, PW = Publishers Weekly.

Vicki Arkoff is an editor and regular contributor for MAD
Magazine, MAD Kids, Nickelodeon, Girls Life, Sweet 16, Midwest Book Review, HowStuffWorks.com and others. She’s also
an authorized biographer and co-writer for such ’tween & teen
stars as Drake Bell, The Cheetah Girls, Kelly Clarkson, Miley
Cyrus, Hilary Duff, JoJo, The Jonas Brothers, Jesse McCartney,
Kyle Massey, Hayden Panettiere, Emma Roberts, Carrie Underwood, and the “High School Musical” cast. Her manuscripts
have won two SCBWI “Best Nonfiction” awards, and her books
include the Sinatra bestseller (DK/Penguin), Orange County
Choppers: Dynamic Designs (Modern/Discovery Channel),
and a spring 2009 title for Disney-Hyperion. E-mail:
varkoff@yahoo.com.

Teacher, Speaker, and Leader for Picture Window Books, written by SCBWI member Suzanne Slade. See illustrations
from the book at www.siriweberfeeney.com.

Bulletin Board
Taj Mahal by Caroline Arnold and Madeleine Comora
(Carolrhoda Books) won the 2007 Society of School Librarians International (SSLI) Honor Book award in the Social
Studies-Grades K-6 category, and is a bronze medal winner
in the Multicultural N-F Juv-Teen-YA category of the 2008
Independent Publisher Book Awards. Wiggle and Waggle by
Caroline Arnold (Charlesbridge, ill. Mary Peterson) won the
2007 Earlychildhood News Directors' Choice Award and is
on the 2008 Bank Street list of Best Books of the Year. Caroline also received the 2008 Leo Politi Award from California
Readers at their February luncheon.
Dawn Baertlein has huge thanks for Ann Whitford Paul and
all the participants of Ann’s winter 2008 poetry workshop in
Bakersfield, who encouraged Dawn to submit her poem “I
Believe” to the SCBWI Bulletin. Steve Mooser liked it and will
use it in a future Bulletin!
Sally and the Purple Socks, written and illustrated by Lisze
Bechtold, got a starred review in Kirkus!
Judy Enderle and Stephanie Gordon say “Wahoo!” Nell
Nugget and the Cow Caper rides again in paperback from
Toe the Line Press.
Siri Weber Feeney has illustrated Booker T. Washington:

Kite Tales

WRITER’S DIGEST BOOKS: Kelly Nickell has been promoted to Executive Editor at Writer’s Digest Books, with all
acquisitions responsibilities for that imprint, reporting to
F+W Editorial Director, Jane Friedman. (PL: 4/08)
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The School Library Journal interviewed Caroline Hatton
about scientists at the Olympics catching athletes on prohibited drugs, the topic of The Night Olympic Team, “a mustread” (Los Angeles Times). Book signing August 12 at 7 p.m.,
Barnes & Noble, Huntington Beach.
“Sugar Snow” by Judith I. Jefferies was published March
30 on the Kids’ Reading Room page of the Los Angeles
Times.
Michelle Markel has sold Tyrannosaurus Math, a humorous
math book, to Tricycle Press (Fall 2009).
Terry Pierce’s latest book, Blackberry Banquet (Sylvan Dell
Publishing, ill. Lisa Downey) has been released, along with
an accompanying plush bear available for purchase and a
free 28-page set of teaching activities at the company website. One of her other books, Tae Kwon Do! (Random House
Step-Into-Reading) has been listed as a nominee for the
2009 Garden State Book Award, in the easy reader category.
C. Leigh Purtill is pleased to announce the publication of
her brand new YA novel, All About Vee (Penguin/Razorbill)
and the trade paper release of her first YA novel Love, Meg
(Penguin/Razorbill, 2007). All About Vee is the story of a
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plus-size actress who moves from a tiny little town in Arizona to the big city of Los Angeles to follow in her late
mother’s footsteps and pursue her dreams of being a
movie star. In L.A. she encounters size discrimination, toxic
friendships, and love. All About Vee has received some
great reviews already from teen readers and websites as
well as VOYA (Voice of Youth Advocates).
Candace Ryan’s agent, Kelly Sonnack of the Sandra Dijkstra
Literary Agency, has sold Candace’s first picture book, Animal House, to Walker Books for Young Readers. The book is
about a boy who lives in a “gorvilla.” When his teacher pays
a visit, she experiences a “living room” like never before.
Candace cold-queried Kelly with the manuscript.
Heather Tomlinson sold her YA fantasy novel Toads & Diamonds! It’s a fairy-tale retelling set in 17th-century India
(think Taj Mahal), in which two sisters receive gifts from a
goddess that change their lives in unexpected ways.
Heather is thrilled to be working again with Reka Simonsen
at Henry Holt, one of the guest editors from last year’s Ventura/Santa Barbara-SCBWI Writer’s Day.
Lee Wardlaw sold a picture book, Won-Ton: A Cat Tale Told
in Haiku, to Henry Holt.
Mark London Williams is howling with joy about a paperback reissue of Danger Boy #4, City of Ruins, by Candlewick,
at the end of May. And, in time for the election, an essay by
Mark will appear in the anthology Our White House: Looking
In, Looking Out, a project of the National Children’s Book
and Literacy Alliance.
Jeannette Rankin: Political Pioneer by Gretchen Woelfle
(Boyds Mills/Calkins Creek) won the 2008 Nonfiction
Award from the Children’s Literature Council of Southern
California. It also made several honor lists: NCSS/CBC 2008
Notable Social Studies Trade Book; Amelia Bloomer Project Notable Books; Instructor Magazine Teachers’ Picks:
Best Biographies 2007; 2008 Skipping Stones Honor
Award; Booklist Top Ten Youth Biographies.

Got a New Book Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity person
which state awards it’s eligible for.
Go to the Central Los Angeles Public Library downtown,
to the Children’s Literature Department.
Ask the librarian to help you pull up Awards and Prizes
from the Children’s Book Council.
The Library will maintain the subscription only if it’s used.
It’s the only resource of its kind!
To look up each state award individually, you would have
to know the name of the award or sponsoring agency.
(Verified by Caroline Hatton 10/07)
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Classes
Art Center College of Design Night Program
626-396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight
California State University, Northridge
818-677-CSUN or www.csun.edu/exl
Children’s Literature (survey), K. Baxter,
Mon/Wed/Fri, 9-11:30 a.m., July 9-Aug. 18.
Otis College of Art and Design Evening College
310-665-6850 or www.otis.edu
Santa Monica City College
310-434-4000 or www.smc.edu
UCLA Extension Writers’ Program
www.uclaextension.edu/writers
As the largest and most comprehensive university-related
writing program in the nation, the UCLA Extension Writers’
Program equips new and practicing writers with the tools
they need to tell their stories and to seek out publication
and production. The program offers more than 500 annual
onsite and online writing courses in writing for the youth
market, as well as fiction, memoir, personal essay, poetry,
playwriting, publishing, feature film, and television writing.
For more information, call 310-825-9415.
To enroll, call 310-825-9971 or 818-784-7006
Writing the Picture Book, Michelle Markel
Tues, 7–10 p.m., July 8-Aug. 12 (Reg# U2501)
Writing the Middle-Grade Novel, Betsy Haynes
Online, Wed, July 9–Sept. 10 (Reg# T8974)
37th Annual Writers Conference in
Children’s Literature, Betsy James
Aug. 1-4 (Reg# U2029).
Please note that registration in this course only
provides UCLA Extension credit, it does not include
conference fees.

Save these dates for SCBWI!
Sept. 19-21, 2008
Working Writer’s Retreat
Saturday, April 18, 2009
Writer’s Day
Sept. 11-13, 2009
Working Writer’s Retreat
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ILLUSTRATOR’S GALLERY

Anthea Brown Embroiders Stories with Textiles, Watercolor
ANTHEA BROWN COMBINES TWO
loves, painting and textiles, in her children’s illustrations using fabrics,
threads and watercolor collage. Much
of her inspiration comes from ethnic
art and one of her favorite places to
find it is the Fowler Museum on the
UCLA campus in Westwood.
While attending the SCBWI winter
conference in New York this year, she
found time to visit the extreme embroidery exhibit, “Pricked,” at the Museum of Arts & Design.
“This is the first time I’ve found wit
and humor combined with embroidery. Everything was so original and
there was a strong narrative theme in
much of the work. My writing is humorous, so I was delighted to see
threads used to express amusing
ideas. I am always looking for new
ways to bring my writing and illustration closer together.”
Originally from the U.K., Anthea
taught art in London before moving
with her husband to Los Angeles. She
lives with her family, two cats and a
rather large iguana, in a studio building in Venice, California, and has been
working as an artist, writer and children’s illustrator since 2001.

Visit Anthea’s website at
www.antheabrown.com
Write to antheaca@aol.com.
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Critique Connections Online

School’s out and summer’s here. Now you have lots of time to laze around the pool and write. The only thing missing is a
writing group. Why not join Critique Connections Online to find a writing buddy or two? It’s easy and open to SCBWI members who reside in the Tri-Regions. It is not an online critique group or a manuscript exchange, but a way to link up with
like-minded people. Best of all, it’s free!
Below is a sample from the ever-changing list that you will find at Critique Connections Online. To access the contact information or start your own group, join by e-mailing your request to critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. Questions can be addressed to the same e-mail.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo! Group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself as part of a database and
also in an introductory email. Others in the group can connect directly with you or you with them.
— Mary Ann Dames, Critique Connections Online Coordinator

Name

Location

Start/Join

Online or
Face-to-Face Group

Genres

AUTHORS
Amaris
Brad
Cathy
Chana
Danielle
Dustin
Erin
Rebecca
Wayne

Pasadena
Cypress
Huntington Beach
Los Angeles
Silver Lake
Los Angeles
Glendora
San Bernardino County
Los Angeles

Either
Either
Join
Join
Yes
Join
Join
Join
Join

Either
Face-to-Face
Online
Face-to-Face
Either
Online
Online
Either
Online

YA, MG
PB, 4th Grade
MG, YA
Picture, middle age
PB
PB
MG
Historical fiction
MG, YA

Either

Either

PB

AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATORS
Suzanne
El Camino Village

SCBWI Volunteer Opportunities

Wanted:
Illustrators
Our new Kite Tales volunteer designer
is a writer, not an illustrator
(and a lover, not a ﬁghter).
If you would like to be
called upon to provide illustrations
for Kite Tales articles, please e-mail
marcelle@greenepen.com
Illustration by Svetlana Strickland
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All illustrations will be credited.
This is a great chance to show
the world what you can do!
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Writing Connections

Sarah Laurenson Receives
Sue Alexander Service &
Encouragement Award
In Sue’s own words …
“It always thrills me to see the
givingness of people who
volunteer their services to
SCBWI-L.A. — and this year’s
recipient of the Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award is indeed a
giving person.
From the moment she joined
Sarah Laurenson SCBWI in 2000, she has given
of herself: her time, her enormous energy, and her considerable expertise to
benefit the members of our region. A constant
promoter of all things SCBWI-Los Angeles, she
never fails to go beyond the task she’s volunteered to do. She’s been a part of every event in
some way — from needed physical tasks to making sure that the information is available to the
Tri-Regions members and all others who go to
our website. It’s a joy to be around her; her enthusiasm floats around her like a welcoming
cloak and transmits itself to everyone she comes
in contact with.

If you liked the book,
You’ll love the new musical
Based on the Award-winning Novel

The
Return
by Sonia Levitin

So it gives me great pleasure to present the 2008
Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement
Award to Sarah Laurenson.”

--World Premiere -Thursday June 5, 2008
at Santa Monica’s Edgemar Center for the Arts

In Sarah’s own words ...

June 5-29 Thurs.-Sat. 8 p.m.

“Thank you to the wonderful people of SCBWIL.A. It is truly an honor, in and of itself, to be involved with this great group of writers and
illustrators.

Sunday 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
July 10-20 Thurs.-Sat. 8 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

I’m sure everyone knows the altruistic reasons
for volunteering. So I will talk a little about the
selfish ones. I know what is happening in the TriRegions area before 99 percent of the other TriRegions SCBWI members. I get to know and
work with such amazing people as Sue Alexander, our beloved RAs — Edie and Claudia, and
the other fantastic volunteers who help make
this region such a success. I get to network with
the visiting editors, agents, authors and illustrators. And a recent article talked about how volunteering raises your endorphin level. So it
makes me feel good. You can feel good, too, if
you just volunteer!”

Kite Tales

For more information, visit
www.returnthemusical.com
William Kevin Anderson, Music
Sonia Levitin, Lyrics
Donald McKayle, Director/Choreographer
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Writing Connections

Book Review
by Anjali Amit

Manuscript Makeover:
Revision Techniques
No Fiction Writer
Can Afford to Ignore
by Elizabeth Lyon
Perigee Books Penguin USA, 2008

HAVE A BEEF WITH THE TITLE of this book:
It is misleading. It leads a reader to believe
that reading the book will teach her revision
skills and show her how to make over her manuscript. I say the book gives much more. The
title is an unnecessary limiting of the scope of
knowledge gained from a thorough reading.

I

Present Perfect
Writing and Editorial Services
Specializing in:
Grammar and punctuation
Verse rhyme and scansion
Dramatic structure

A glance at the contents page shows that all
the necessary elements of writing are covered.
The book is divided into four sections: “Style”,
“Craft”, “Characterization” and “Marketing.”
Within each section, Lyon creates relevant
chapters. At the start of each chapter, she lists
processes or techniques that she will cover in
detail. The level of analysis allows you to focus
on precisely what you need to work on. Every
chapter ends with a bulleted summary.

Detailed critiques
$4.50 per page
$45.00 minimum
Discounts above 20 pages

Evelyn Hughes
Phone/fax (562) 433-5554
PrsPerfect@aol.com

The author shows both sides of a coin: for example, a detailed analysis of the pros and cons
of a slow pace. Or she shows the problem with
a particular technique and how to fix it. All aspects of the writer’s craft are dealt with. The
book is a universal primer, helpful to adult and
children’s authors alike.
There are plenty of books on writing but few
with Lyon’s detailed analysis and examples. You
can read this as a revision primer. Lay your
manuscript and the book side-by-side and
work through both, improving your book.
Writing Connections Disclaimer:
Kite Tales accepts members’ ads for writing and illustrating
businesses and activities. An ad in Kite Tales does not
imply endorsement by SCBWI, and members are
reminded to request brochures or additional information
from advertisers. We retain the right to refuse and to
suspend ads.

When you have done this a few times, when
you have deeply read and internalized what
the author has to say, you will have learned not
only the art of revision, but the art of writing so
that (may one dare to say) revision will not be
necessary.
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SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day Contest Winners
To Place an ad in Kite Tales:
Contact Bonnie Ferron at
bonnieferron@earthlink.net










Ads must be submitted in pdf or jpg
format
300 dpi preferred, black & white or
color OK.
Link to your website at no extra
charge
Ad costs are for one calendar year
(4 issues) as follows...
Business card size : 3.5”w x 2”h = $30
1/4 page: 3.5” w x 3.75”h = $60
1/2 page : 7”w x 3.75”h = $90
Full page: 7” w x 8”h = $120
Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.
mail to: Kite Tales c/o SCBWI
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA
91308

Photo by Tina Nichols Coury.
Front: Catherine Sjostedt. First Row (L-R): Ann R. Smith, S. Knoll, Laura Elliott, Barbara Schwartz,
Darice Wallace. Second Row (L-R): Mac McCool, Kathryn Fitzmaurice, Marie Cruz, Yuki Yoshino,
Richard Kaplan.

FIRST PLACE

Toot Your Horn
In the next issue of Kite Tales!
Twice per year, Kite Tales lists new books
written or illustrated by members for the
beneﬁt of booksellers and librarians.
Send us info about the book you’ve
written or illustrated on
upcoming Fall/Winter lists:
 Title by author, illustrator
 Ages ? and up
 Genre and publisher
 Author or book website
 Is author SCBWI member?
 Is illustrator SCBWI member?

HONORABLE MENTION
Poetry

Ann Rousseau Smith
Tidal Dance: A Collection of Tide Pool Poems

Catherine Sjostedt
Folded Note, Four Ways
Margaret Montgomery
Alliteration

Picture Book
Yuki Yoshino
Eduardo’s Chicks
Richard Kaplan
The Yeti’s Spaghetti

Mac McCool
Those Rock Stars Can’t Smile

Middle Grade
Darice H. Wallace
Phoebe LaRue’s Fat Tuesday
Kathryn Fitzmaurice
Homerun W’out a Home

Barbara Schwartz
Untitled

Young Adult
email to: bonnieferron@earthlink.net
or mail to Kite Tales c/o SCBWI,
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308

S. Knoll
What It Takes

Deadline: August 15
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Marie Cruz
Nora’s Grave
Laura Elliott
Transfer Student
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Illustrators Compete in Fourth Annual Scholarship Contest
IN OUR FOURTH ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST,
members from the Los Angeles region were invited to illustrate the following excerpt from Hansel and Gretel. Winner
Joan Charles will receive free tuition to the 2008 SCBWI
Summer or the 2009 Winter Conference!
When dawn broke, they started to wander about the forest,
seeking a path, but all hope soon faded. They were well and
truly lost. On they walked and walked, til suddenly they came
upon a strange cottage in the middle of a glade.
“This is chocolate!” gasped Hansel as he broke a lump of plaster from the wall.
“And this is icing!” exclaimed Gretel, putting another piece of
wall in her mouth. Starving but delighted, the children began
to eat pieces of candy broken off the cottage.
“Isn’t this delicious?” said Gretel, with her mouth full. She had
never tasted anything so nice.
“We’ll stay here,” Hansel declared, munching a bit of nougat.
They were just about to try a piece of the biscuit door when it
quietly swung open.
“Well, well!” said an old woman, peering out with a crafty look.
“And haven’t you children a sweet tooth?”

Winner: Joan Charles

Runners Up
Left: Kerry Dwyer

Right: Tanya Maiboroda

Honorable Mention

Christina Forshay

Kite Tales
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